DAVIS POLICE DEPARTMENT
FIRE DEPARTMENT CALL ADVISEMENT
Policy and Procedure 5.10-B

DEPARTMENT MANUAL

Index as:
Fire Call Advisement

I. PURPOSE
To establish when field personnel will be notified the Fire Department and/or ambulance company is responding Code 3.

II. PROCEDURE
Dispatch will broadcast to all Davis units on the primary police frequency that fire and/or ambulance is responding to a medical aid or fire call. This notification will be made as soon as practical. It is generally an advisory only and an officer should not be dispatched to the call unless a unit is requested by the fire department or ambulance company.

In the following cases a police unit should be dispatched to the call:

1. Baby choking.
2. Alcohol poisoning.
3. Drowning.
4. Structure fire.
5. Attempt Suicide.
6. Man down.
7. Coroner’s Case.
8. Traffic Collision.
9. Any crime-related fire call.

The dispatcher will assign an officer to the call as necessary. The dispatcher will duplicate the fire call into a police call with the appropriate call type and details and assign an officer.
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